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ABSTRACT The integration of ion-channel transport functions with responses 

derived from nanostructured and nanoporous silica mesophase materials is 

demonstrated. Patterned thin-film mesophases consisting of alternating hydrophilic 

nanoporous regions and hydrophobic nanostructured regions allow for spatially 

localized proton transport via selective dimerization of gramicidin in lipid bilayers 

formed on the hydrophilic regions.  The adjoining hydrophobic mesostructure doped 

with a pH sensitive dye reports the transport. The ease of integrating functional 

membranes and reporters through the use of  patterned mesophases should enable high  

throughput studies of membrane transport. 

 



The development of new responsive materials increasingly relies upon the integration 

of diverse functions into multi-component architectures that can be produced using self-

assembly or other simple processing methods1.  Along these lines, the coupling of 

functions derived from biological membranes2, 3 to functions arising from 

nanostructured and nanocomposite materials4, 5 is of importance. For example, 

significant recent advances in engineering ion-channels now enable modulation of ionic 

and molecular transport6, 7. However, the integration of methods to maintain functional 

ion channels on solid supports with methods to transduce channel-mediated transport 

into a detectable signal is required to enable on-chip and high-throughput studies of 

membrane transport phenomena8. Previous efforts have primarily focused on integrating 

channel transport with electrical transduction9, 10. Here, we present a design based on 

thin-film silica mesophase materials that is amenable to high-density arraying and that 

combines a region facilitating transmembrane proton transport with a surrounding 

reporter region containing a fast-response pH sensitive optical probe. 

 

Our design, illustrated in Figure 1, incorporates several properties that enable proton 

transport and its optical transduction.  The area in which transmembrane transport 

occurs consists of a supported lipid bilayer11 formed on a mesoporous silica region of a 

patterned thin film. Gramicidin, a short helical polypeptide, is present in both leaflets of 

the fluid bilayer, permitting active ion-channel formation via lateral diffusion and 

interleaflet dimerization for subsequent proton transport12. Each such functional or 

transporter area is closely surrounded by regions that report on pH changes. These 

reporter, or transduction, areas consist of the fast-response, pH-sensitive dye fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC) embedded in a mesostructured, surfactant-containing, silica 
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film13. In these regions, membrane transport functions are blocked by the presence of a 

stable, hydrophobic, self-assembled monolayer on the surface of the silica mesophase. 

The use of photochemically patterned thin films14 to provide spatial separation of the 

reporter region and the transporter region yields the important advantage of allowing the 

use of mesoporous silica in the transporter region. In contrast to mesostructured regions, 

which are slightly hydrophobic (water contact angle ~40˚) even prior to the addition of 

the blocking self-assembled monolayer, mesoporous silica provides a fully hydrated and 

hydrophilic surface (contact angle with water ~0˚) for the formation of a stable, uniform 

and laterally fluid supported bilayer membrane15. Our patterning methods also allows 

for arraying the entire multi-functional unit in a high-density format, thus facilitating 

parallel, on-chip, and high-throughput studies of membrane transport phenomena8.  

 

We prepare a continuous FITC-derivatized thin-film silica mesophase on a freshly 

oxidized silicon substrate by adopting a previously reported technique13, 16. Briefly, 10 

mg FITC in 26 mL ethanol is mixed with 11 µL of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane 

(APTES)  and stirred for ~3 h in dark. The resulting solution is then added to an acidic 

aqueous solution of surfactant  doped tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). We used a 

common poly(ethyelene) oxide-poly (propylene) oxide triblock copolymer (pluronic 

F127) as the organic structure-directing agent.  The final composition of the mixture 

was 1 TEOS: 6.3x10-4 FITC: 1.2x10-3 APTES: 10.9 EtOH: 2.5 H2O: 0.012 HCl:  

3.9x10-3 Pluronics F127. Thin-films of FITC-derivatized silica mesophases are then 

prepared by dip-coating a clean silicon wafer under ambient conditions at a pulling rate 

of 50 mm/min.  After dip-coating, the samples are aged at room temperature in a 

desiccator for ~4-6 h, followed by a slow-curing at 70º C for ~2 days. The films are then 
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coated with a monolayer of n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) following a classical 

solution self-assembly technique17. This treatment renders the FITC-derivatized 

mesophase surface uniformly hydrophobic (water contact angle > 100º ).  Following the 

OTS assembly, we produce spatial patterns of square-shaped, hydrophilic mesoporous 

elements by using a previously demonstrated photocalcination procedure in which the 

sample is illuminated through a photomask using short-wavelength (184-257 nm) UV 

light14. This process removes OTS, the F127 template, aminopropyl groups and FITC 

from the exposed areas and promotes further siloxane condensation in the exposed 

regions. As suggested in Figure 1, this treatment results in a thinner (determined by 

aqueous-phase imaging ellipsometry and step-profilometry to be about 35% thinner for 

typical 400 nm thick films used in our study) nanoporous film bounded by a thicker, 

F127 and FITC containing, nanostructured film corresponding to the unexposed 

regions. We confirm that the FITC-containing areas of the patterned film retain their pH 

reporting activity18 by immersing the patterned substrates into aqueous solutions with 

pH values of 4, 7 and 10, and noting resulting substantial changes in FITC emission 

intensities (Figure 1e-g). The pH dependent FITC emission intensity within the 

mesostructured environment  demonstrates a fast-response (several seconds) and a 

sigmoidal-like shape characterized by a rapid intensity rise between pH values of 6.5 

and 8.  Compared to the solution phase, this reponse curve is broader probably because 

of environmental effects13, 19   

 

The patterned films are subsequently incubated with  small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) 

consisting of POPC lipid (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine), 0.1-0.2 mol % 

gramicidin, and 1 mol % fluorescent lipid, Texas Red-DHPE (Texas Red 1,2-
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dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphoethanolamine, triethylammonium salt ) to allow 

visualization of the membranes. Control experiments were performed using identical 

procedures but with POPC vesicles devoid of gramicidin.  

 

As expected, the surface energy-dependent fusion of SUVs onto these patterned 

hydrophilic/hydrophobic films  results in single lipid monolayers on the reporter (FITC- 

and F127 derivatized) hydrophobic regions, whereas full bilayers form on the tranporter 

hydrophilic nanoporous islands of the patterned silica mesophase20 (Fig 1).  Further 

characterization of these co-existing lipid morphologies is provided below.  Assuming 

all gramicidin is incorporated in the supported membranes (0.1 -0.2 mol % or 1.67 x 105 

molecules per leaflet within each 100 um2 bilayer region) and assuming 0.6 nm2 area 

per lipid molecule, the total surface density of gramicidin is estimated as 5.6 x 10-13 

mol/cm2 for both leaflets. Further, the equilibrium association constant of 6.86 x 1014 in 

mol/cm2 units21 indicates that nearly all (~97%) gramicidin molecules within the bilayer 

regions are dimerized forming functional ion-channels.   

 

Key results obtained are summarized in Figure 2.  Fluorescence images obtained 

using a red emission filter, appropriate for Texas Red DHPE, establish the stability, 

integrity, and structural consistency of the bilayer in aqueous media at the three pH 

values examined.  The adjustment of aqueous phase pH values was achieved simply by 

adding controlled amounts of HCl or NaOH to the aqueous phase.  Images obtained 

using a green emission filter appropriate for FITC reveal substantial changes in 

emission intensity from the reporter region in the presence of gramicidin, with an 

increase of more than a factor of seven observed between pH values of 4 and 10.  In 
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contrast, control experiments confirm that only small changes in FITC emission occur 

for POPC samples devoid of gramicidin (Supplemental Information, SI).   

 

Additional experiments have been performed to validate the primary elements of the 

structure represented in Figure 1.  These are discussed in turn below.  First, spatially-

resolved imaging ellipsometry and step profilometry data confirm that the photo-

patterned mesophase thin-films display a topographic corrugation: the FITC-doped 

silanized mesostructure in a representative sample measures at  408 (± 4) nm thick film 

whereas the UV-exposed nanoporous region is 260 (± 3) nm thick. These values agree 

well with 30-35% reduction in mesophase thicknesses upon (photo) calcination reported 

earlier15, 22. The transition region between the mesostructure and the mesoporous region 

yield intermediate values probably because of the thickness gradient within that region. 

Second, contact angle measurements confirm that photopatterned mesophases are 

amphiphilic.  FITC-doped and OTS derivatized mesostructure retains high contact 

angles by water (~104º) whereas UV-exposed nanoporous region is fully wettable by 

water (contact angle < 10º). Third,  the fusion of SUVs on these amphiphilic surfaces 

(consisting of hydrophobic, FITC-coated reporter mesostructures and hydrophilic 

nanoporous transporter regions) results in the  formation of a complient co-existing 

monolayer and bilayer morphologies respectively, consistent with previous reports.20  

This is confirmed using a combination of imaging ellipsometry23 and fluorescence 

microscopy20 methods. An analysis of ellipsometry images reveal 3.7 (± 0.3) nm film in 

the nanoporous region and 1.9 (± 0.4)  nm in the hydrophobic FITC region in good 

correspondece with thicknesses of homogeneous lipid monolayers (reporter region) and 

bilayers (transporter region)20. The fluorescence images of our samples reveal a bright 
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and homogeneous fluorescence in the mesoporous, transporter regions of the sample – 

consistent with a uniform bilayer formation24. The lateral fluidity in this region is 

verified using FRAP (SI). The significantly lower intensity in the reporter mesostructure 

surroundings (FITC- and F127 doped regions) appears counter-intuitive. This apparent 

discrepancy results from a well-known fluorescence interference effect which arises 

near a reflective surface25. In particular, reflection at the silicon surface produces a 

standing-wave modulation of the fluorescence intensity as distance perpendicular to the 

substrate surface is varied26. In our case, the topographic corrugation between the 

transporter and reporter regions  places the Texas-red dye in these respective regions at 

about 148 nm apart in the z-direction, which in turn produces a very low intensity for 

the monolayer in the reporter region25. Circumventing this issue using much lower 

reflectivity glass as a substrate for the mesophase patterns produces the familiar 

fluorescence intensity contrast:  the bilayer in the transporter region is about 1.7 times 

more intense than the monolayer20. Fourth, since gramicidin dimerization and its 

transport function depend upon lateral diffusion within the supported bilayer 

membrane9, 27, the presence of long-range fluidity in the membrane has been assessed 

using FRAP measurements. These results confirm 1-2 x 10-8 cm2/s diffusion constants 

for the Texas-red probe within both the monolayer and bilayer regions consistent with 

values reported previously.28 

 

To establish that the lipid monolayer formed over the OTS covered reporter regions is 

laterally connected to the bilayer over the nanoporous transporter regions, we performed 

a modified fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiment. Here, when 

all fluorescence emission from a bilayer region in the patterned architectures is 
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photobleached by repeated exposure to an intense excitation beam, subsequent recovery 

of the fluorescence is observed (Figure 3). Such a recovery necessarily requires the 

lateral diffusion of unbleached fluorophores from the surrounding monolayer region,  

indicating a substantial lateral connectivity between the lipid monolayer and the bilayer 

phases. 

 

Further verification of the function of gramicidin and of the means to block 

transmembrane proton transport in the reporting regions is provided by a series of 

experiments on uniform (i.e., non-patterned) mesostructured thin films (SI). As 

described above, we prepared a uniform (unpatterned) film in which the silica 

mesophase material is rendered hydrophobic by self-assembling n-

octadecyltricholorosilane (OTS) onto the surface. Spreading of gramicidin-containing 

POPC vesicles on such a surface leads to a hybrid-bilayer membrane consisting of an 

OTS monolayer inner leaflet and a POPC monolayer outer leaflet. The gramicidin 

monomer is confined to the outer leaflet. Varying the solution pH values results in 

minimal change in the intensity of the FITC fluorescence intensity, indicating that pH 

equilibration of the mesophase film and the solution does not occur (SI). Thus, OTS is 

shown to be effective in blocking transmembrane proton transport.  

 

Taken together, the results reported here confirm the essential features illustrated in 

the schematic structure in Figure 1. The formation of fluid lipid bilayers in the 

mesoporous regions of our samples allows trans-leaflet dimerization of gramicidin.  

These ion-channels then facilitate proton transport across the lipid bilayer. The 

transported protons are subsequently released in the confined aqueous phase at the 
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interface between the membrane and the mesoporous thin film, from where they are 

able to diffuse into the FITC-doped, surfactant-loaded nanopores of the transducing 

regions. In contrast, the gramicidin contained in the outer lipid monolayers supported on 

OTS cannot facilitate proton transport across the entire phospholipid plus OTS hybrid 

bilayer. 

 

In summary, we have demonstrated a multi-functional, patterned, thin-film that 

enables the integration of transmembrane ion transport functions with optical 

transduction of transport processes. The ease of incorporating various optical (and 

other) reporters in sol-gel films should allow for detectability of a broad range of ions 

and molecules.  Finally the simplicity of UV photolithography and other patterning 

methods afford the isolation of single functional units (such as shown in Figure 1) from 

adjacent ones in a dense pattern.  Such simple engineering could enable parallel assays 

of membrane transport. Future studies in our laboratories are aimed towards these ends. 

 

Support for this work was provided by The Office of Science, Department of Energy, 

and through a Nanomedicine Center grant from NIH (National Center for Biomimetic 

Nanoconductors). 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1.  A materials construct for optical transduction of ion-channel induced 

proton transport.  (a) A schematic depiction of an ion-channel (gramicidin A) 

containing fluid phospholipid membrane on a FITC-derivatized patterned 

mesostructure/mesoporous silica thin film.  The optical reporter region consists of a 

FITC-containing mesostructure coated with an n-octadecyltrichlorosilane monolayer, 

and the transporter region is a mesoporous silica substrate.  A lipid bilayer in the 

transporter region enables gramicidin dimerization and subsequent proton transport.  A 

hybrid bilayer in the reporter region effectively blocks the proton transport to the 

substrate.  (b) A cross-sectional TEM image reveals the presence of nanoscale pores in a 

square-lattice in the transporter regions for photocalcined F127-templated nanoporous 

mesophase. (c-d) Typical epifluorescence images show the uniform emission from the 

reporter (green) and transporter (red) regions respectively.  (e-g) FITC-derivatized and 

F127-doped mesophases exhibit solution pH dependent FITC emission (approximately 

at 1:4:7 for pH 4, 7, and 10) which is in general qualitative agreement with the expected 

pH dependence of fluorescein.   

 

Figure 2.  Optical transduction of ion-channel induced proton transport.   Red and 

green-channel epifluorescence images for a Texas-red-DHPE doped POPC bilayer (top 

panels) and the same bilayer containing 0.1 mol % Gramicidin A (bottom panels) as a 

function of solution pH. FITC-containing mesostructure reporter regions appear green  

and Texas-red-DHPE containing mesoporous transporter regions appear red.  The 

dramatic changes in the FITC emission for the gramicidin containing bilayer reveal an 
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optical response in the mesostructure reporter region induced by the proton transport in 

the transporter region.     

Figure 3.  Fluidity, Uniformity, and Lateral Contiguity of the lipid membrane on 

patterned silica mesophases.  Time-lapse fluoresence micrographs from a red-channel 

movie recorded after photobleaching a gramicidin containing POPC bilayer (doped with 

1 mol % Texas-red-DHPE) on the mesoporous region of the patterned 

mesostructure/mesoporous silica film.  The square indicated as 1 was fully 

photobleached by exposures to an intense excitation beam in rapid succession.  The 

recovery of the fluorescence in the bleached area confirms the lateral contiguity and 

fluidity of the lipid phases. Note also that full recovery of the initial fluorescence is not 

expected due to the confinement of some permanently bleached Texas-red DHPE 

molecules in the lower leaflet of the bilayer.  The homogeneity of the fluorescence 

emission from the bilayer and the monolayer areas further confirm their lateral 

structural uniformities.   
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